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1 INTRODUCTION 
Built form in most societies is strongly determined by their traditions and culture.  They are 
the tangible representation of the intangible culture which could be defined as a “whole way of 
life, material, intellectual, and spiritual” of a distinct people (Williams, 1961, p.16). Culture is a 
complex term that has been defined and re-defined over the years.  Most of this complexity 
comes from the interdisciplinary nature of the term itself since each discipline has its own inter-
pretation of culture.  According to King (1980, p.1), “……buildings, indeed, the entire built en-
vironment are essentially social and cultural products” that embraces the social and cultural val-
ues prevailing at a given period or era.  This paper focuses on the intangible aspects of the 
society and culture of feudal Japan; the tangible and intangible aspects of the ritual of tea cere-
mony; and the tangible architecture of the teahouse where the tea ritual took place.  It will be 
shown how a ‘classless’ society was created within the teahouse through its architecture and the 
ritual in absolute contrast to the hierarchical social structure of feudal Japan.  
 
2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
 
Military rule, by Samurai (warriors), in Japan dates back to the 12th century, when a feudal 
system of military government was set up in Kamakura in 1185. During this initial stage of rule 
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 The tea culture had a major influence on Japanese architecture, the concept of space and aes-
thetics.  It extended into the design of Japanese gardens, clothes, presentation of food, and their 
manners in day to day life. The focus of this paper is the Japanese ritual of tea ceremony, the ar-
chitecture of the tea house it inspired, the society responsible for its creation and the culture that 
promoted its popularity and its continuation into the 21st century. 
 
 by the military lords, the imperial family and court nobles had a sham government, in Kyoto, 
while real political power centered round the shogun (a general or commander in chief). This 
dual role of the emperor and shogun generated dual cultural values and interests. The members 
of the imperial court focused on literary and artistic pursuits. The Shogun and his samurai, on 
the other hand followed a rigorous routine of physical and mental training just like the medieval 
knights of Europe.  The Zen monks’ strict physical and mental discipline, as well as the simple 
and austere lifestyle, appealed to the samurai.  They looked up to the Zen monks’ disciplined 
lifestyle to improve their strength of character.  However, from early 17th century, Confucianism 
began to dominate the moral code of the military (Reischauer, 1964, 1977).  Both of these influ-
ences came from the older civilization of China.  
 
The power of the samurai grew rapidly during the 14th and 15th centuries resulting in powerful 
clans with their own feudal lords (Reischauer, 1964).  Around this time the finances of the im-
perial court began to decline as they gradually lost their land to the rising military rulers.  This 
meant that the imperial court no longer could hold on to their position as cultural leaders.  The 
feudal rulers then became the cultural leaders as well. They depended on the Zen monks to play 
a significant role in the propagation and nurturing cultural activities. The arts that flourished 
during this period, although now considered typically Japanese, were Chinese in origin. These 
include, flower arrangement, landscape design and the tea ceremony. These were introduced to 
Japan by Zen monks (Reischauer 1964).    
 
Although Japan was making steady progress in the arts and literature during this period the 
political stability in the country was threatened by factional fighting between the feudal lords to 
attain political supremacy (Frederic, 1973).   During periods of escalated fighting the ordinary 
Japanese people turned to Zen Buddhism for spiritual guidance to achieve ‘inner peace’ through 
meditation. The samurai too turned to Zen Buddhism to escape the traumas associated with war-
fare and their regimented lifestyle.  Thus Zen Buddhism provided a spiritual foundation for all 
classes of society. 
 
The factional fighting came to an end in 1603 when the feudal lord Tokugawa Ieyasu suc-
ceeded as the shogun of Japan. He was able to unify the country under his leadership and the 
military dynasty he founded, The Tokuwgawa or Edo Era, continued until 1868. Japan was at 
peace and was able to further develop the arts they borrowed from the older civilisations of Chi-
na and Korea. The social anthropologist Nakane Chie (1990 p.213) states that, “The Tokugawa 
period provides the foundation of present day Japan in the sense that many elements now consi-
dered characteristic of Japanese society originated then.”  
 
 
3. SOCIETY DURING THE FEUDAL PERIOD 
 
To maintain political stability the Tokugawa rulers introduced two policies that were very ef-
fective in controlling any cultural or social changes for most part of their 250 year rule. The first 
was isolation of Japan from the rest of the world.  Japanese were not permitted to leave the 
country during this period.  Foreigners, except the Dutch and Chinese, who were allowed to 
trade with Japan, were not permitted to enter Japan. The second policy was that of enforcing a 
strict hierarchical class system according to Confucian ideology (Frampton & Kudo 1997). 
Apart from the emperor, court nobles, priests and the outcasts, the society was stratified into 
four hierarchical classes based on their usefulness to society. This class structure had, samurai at 
the top, farmers at second level, followed by artisans and merchants at the very bottom.  
 
According to (Reischauer (1964) this class structure categorized everyone below the samurai 
class as commoners. Furthermore, the class structure extended beyond ideology to material cul-
ture as well (Frampton & Kudo 1997). The most important feature of this stratified society was 
the complete segregation of the classes by designating where each class could live, what they 
could wear, eat  and the type of houses they could build (Reischauer, 1964; Frampton & Kudo 
1997).   
 
3.1 The Samurai  
 
Leading the social hierarchy was the samurai who lived in castle towns.  They amounted to 
only two million of the estimated population of thirty million which remained relatively stable 
throughout the Tokugawa Period (Reischauer 1964; Dunn 1969; Livingston et. al. 1973). Yet 
they were able to control the rest of the population through severe regulations and laws. The po-
sition and authority of the samurai was symbolized by the two swords, one short and the other 
long, that they carried at all times.  A hierarchical structure existed within the samurai class with 
shogun at the top and foot soldiers at the bottom of the scale. Those the highest level lived in 
shoin style palaces that reflected their position in the class structure. These palaces (fig. 1) were 
lavishly decorated, inside and outside, with gold and brilliant colours, coffered and painted ceil-
ings, intricately carved timber panels and tiled roofs. 
 
3.2 The farmers 
 
The farmers came next in social hierarchy because they produced the rice which was the main 
source of income for the samurai. They formed 80% of the population, paid heavy taxes, were 
extremely poor and lived in villages (Nakane 1990).  Their houses were built of timber or bam-
boo frames, plastered with mud and had thatched roofs (Fig.2).  The architecture of these farm 
houses continued through the Tokugawa Period without any significant development (Engel 
1964, Nishihara 1967). Their houses were devoid of any decorations and strict restrictions were 
enforced on their size and form (Hearn 1905)  
 
3.3 The artisans 
 
This class included the different craftsmen and the carpenters who were builders during this 
period.  They came next to the farmers because they produced goods and constructed buildings 
and were therefore, considered as useful to society. They, together with the merchants lived on 
the periphery of castle towns and were not allowed to own agricultural land. The houses of the 
artisans were two storied town houses, and were similar to that of the merchants (Fig.3). 
 
3.4 The merchants 
 
The merchant class, despite their wealth, was at the bottom of the social scale. They were 
looked down upon because their livelihood depended on the hard work of the other commoners.  
The isolation policy of the Tokugawa rulers gave them a monopoly of trade and as a result they 
became very prosperous.  However, they were not permitted to show their wealth in their houses 
(Fig.3).  The town houses of artisans and merchants were built on narrow lots and were there-
fore long and narrow and occupied the entire block of land.  It was this class from which tea 
masters and the architecture of the tea ceremony came from.  As will be shown later, the tea 
ceremony provided them with an outlet, to break away from the strict rules.   
 





 4. THE ORIGINS OF THE TEA CEREMONY  
The tea ceremony is a ritual that is devoted to achieving inner peace, harmony and tranquility 
through the ordinary act of making and serving a bowl of tea.  In order to understand the tea 
ceremony it is vital to examine the historical and religious factors that influenced its beginnings, 
development, acceptance, and continuation into 21st century Japan.   
 
Tea originated in China and evolved, as a beverage, in three stages. They first stage, the 
boiled tea or cake-tea (Tang Dynasty: 618-906 AD); the second stage, the whipped tea or pow-
dered tea (Sung Dynasty: 960-1279AD); and the third stage the steeped tea or leaf tea (Ming 
Dynasty: 1368-1644AD). All three stages reflect the culture of that particular period of Chinese 
history.  It is the whipped tea of Sung Dynasty, brought into Japan by Zen monk, Yeisei  Zenji, 
in 1191, that is used in the tea ceremony (Sen 1979). However, according to Suzuki (2010) the 
ritual itself was introduced about half a century later by another Zen monk Dai-O. It went 
through a series of further refinements in Japan to become the tea ceremony.  The Tokugawa ru-
lers’ policy of ‘isolating’ Japan from the rest of the world was influential in the continuation of 
the tradition of whipped tea in Japan and its perfection into a ritual (Okakura 1956).   
 
The monks in the Zen monasteries were the first to cultivate the ceremonial drinking of tea. 
During their long hours of meditation they drank tea to keep them awake (Sadler 1962).  They 
gathered in front of an image of the Buddha and shared tea by drinking out of a single bowl.  
This space was partitioned off with portable screens and was called kakoi. The aristocrats drank 
tea at their social gathering and showed off their knowledge of tea by guessing the province in 
china where the tea came from.  They used the same term kakoi, later on, for the room where 
they had tea gatherings (Engel 1964).  However, it was the rich merchants of feudal Japan who 
developed an architecture devoted for the performance of the ritual called tea ceremony.   
 
4.1 The Sukiya style teahouse  
 
The term sukiya had different meaning depending on how it is written in Chinese characters. 
The original meaning was ‘abode of fancy’ where ‘fancy’ meant the ‘imagination’ or creativity 
of the designer.  Later on the term took on different meanings such as, ‘abode of vacancy’ as the 
tea room was devoid of furniture or utensils until the tea ritual took place; or the ‘abode of the 
unsymmetrical’ based on the Japanese concept that anything symmetrical leaves nothing to the 
imagination. Therefore, care was taken to avoid strict symmetry in the design of the tea room 
and the placement of items when the tea ceremony took place (Okakura 1956).  
 
The first independent structure for the tea ritual was built by the tea master Sen no Rikyu who 
was the son of a wealthy merchant from Sakai, near Osaka and like all tea masters, was a stu-
dent of Zen Buddhism (Okakura 1956). This structure, described as a Soan or grass hut (fig. 4 & 
5) was greatly influenced by the rustic simplicity of farm houses of the commoners of feudal Ja-
pan. It marked the beginning of a new style of architecture called the sukiya style. 
 
 
                     
 Figure 4: Plan of orthodox teahouse   Figure 5: Soan or glass hut     Figure 6: Waiting booth  
This orthodox teahouse was designed to accommodate not more than five people. This small 
space is based on Zen philosophy of non-existence of space to the enlightened (Engel 1964). It 
was an independent structure of 2700mm sq (4 ½ tatami floor mats). The half mat, that filled the 
space in the middle (Fig. 4), held a hearth that was fitted into the floor to allow for a brazier for 
the kettle.  The host entered and sat next to the tea utensils that were arranged beside the hearth. 
These utensils included, chawan (a pottery or clay tea bowl), chaire (clay or lacquer ware tea 
caddy), chasen (tea whisk made of bamboo), chashaku (a bamboo tea scoop). These were all 
valuable works of art that the guests were expected to appreciate at the conclusion of the tea 
ceremony. This became the epitome of the concept of teahouse design for future generations of 
tea masters. There were teahouses that were reduced to the size of two tatami mats in area.  
 
The structure of the teahouse is very similar to that of the farm houses. It has walls made of 
bamboo frames, plastered with clay and a thatched roof.  Light and ventilation is through a win-
dow called shitaji mado, formed by leaving part of the bamboo frame of the wall un-plastered. 
This again is borrowed from the farm houses, where extreme poverty prevented the farmers 
from using windows. In the teahouse this window provided the subdued light that was condu-
cive for intense concentration desired by the tea masters.  The teahouse has a separate entrance 
for the host, called katte, and another for the guests, called nijiri guchi or crawl door (Fig.4) 
which is the same proportions as the half tatami floor mat (900mm x 900mm).  The guest has to 
crawl through this tiny door to enter the teahouse.   
 
4.2 The ritual  
 
The ritual of the tea ceremony is devoted to achieving satisfaction in simple things in life 
such as   making a bowl of tea and sharing it with a friend.  It was Sen no Rikyu, the tea master 
to shogun Toyotomi Hideyoshi, who codified the final form of the tea ceremony that is pre-
served to this day (Sen 1979).  He developed seven rules to give order and design to the tea cer-
emony.  They are: make a bowl of tea; lay the charcoal so that it heats the water; arrange the 
flowers as they are in the field; in summer suggest coolness, in winter warmth; do everything 
ahead of time; prepare for rain; give those with whom you find yourself, every consideration 
(Varley 1989).   
 
During the tea ceremony all problems of everyday life are left behind so that a tranquil expe-
rience can be shared by both the host and the guest.  In addition, there are certain expectations 
from the host as well as the guest.  For example, the guest is expected to appreciate: the tea 
room; the setting; the flower arrangement; the picture scroll in the tokonoma or alcove; the tea 
utensils; and more than anything else the skill and grace of the host. The host, on the other hand, 
is expected to: do the best to make the guest comfortable; observe all precepts; follow all com-
plex movements; and yet keep every action simple, fluid and graceful.  One of the key concepts 
of the tea ritual was that of Ichigo ichie which meant, one meeting - once in a lifetime (Varley 
1989).  This meant the host and the guest must behave towards each other as if it is the only 
time they are going to meet in their entire life and must therefore, savor the moment.  
 
According to Okakura (1956), the ritual perfected by Sen no Rikyu required the following: 
 Chashitsu or the teahouse proper to accommodate five people (the soan or grass hut) 
 Mizuya or anteroom for washing the utensils for the tea ceremony  
 Machiai or waiting place where guests wait until they are summoned (bench or shelter) 
 Roji or a narrow garden that connects the waiting booth with the tea room  
 
The ‘tea experience’ begins for the guest with the roji or garden path.  This narrow enclosed 
garden provides a transitional space between the world outside and the world of tea. The atmos-
phere within this garden is meditative and helps create a tranquil state of mind vital to the ap-
preciation of tea ceremony. In addition, participation in the tea ritual requires intense and medit-
ative concentration. Therefore, conversation is limited and the tea masters were adept at non-
verbal communication. Once within the garden the guest sits in the machiai or waiting booth  
 (Fig. 6) until summoned to the teahouse.  The host would choose subtle ways of informing the 
guests if he/she is ready. For example, if there is a ceremony already taking place a stone is 
wrapped in rope and placed on the stepping stones leading to the teahouse.  This indicates not to 
proceed any further. However, at the same time the host takes care to show the guests that a lot 
of trouble has been taken in selecting and bringing the stone from a faraway place, hence the 
ropes tried around it.  The host, when ready for the ritual, invites his guests by burning incense. 
The guests will then proceed through the garden, stopping by a Tsukubai or water basin to ri-
tually purify themselves by washing their hands and rinsing their mouth (Fig.6) before entering 
the teahouse, by crawling through the nijiri guchi.  When all the guests have arrived, seated and 
settled inside the teahouse the host will enter, through the katte, and proceed to perform the ri-




5. NEGATION OF THE SOCIAL HIERARCHY 
 
Sen no Rikyu built his first rustic yet refined teahouse at a time when the highly decorative 
shoin style houses of the samurai class was at its peak.  This was a period when the merchant 
class, who became rich through their monopoly of trade, was prohibited from exhibiting their 
wealth by the strict rules imposed by the rulers. The tea masters came from the merchant class.  
The teahouse was the merchants’ answer to the shoin style house of the samurai that they de-
sired, could afford, but, was denied to them because of their position in the hierarchical social 
structure.  They exhibited their wealth by very clever means such as making the teahouse and 
everything associated with the tea ceremony an expensive art.  Although simple and rustic in 
appearance the teahouses were very costly to build.  They employed the best craftsmen; used 
materials that were rare and hence expensive; and exclusive, costly utensils and tea.  The tea 
ceremony was their escape from the class they were born into. Their aim was to create a class-
less society within the walls of the teahouse.   The tea masters negated the social barriers and 
the class structure imposed on them by the clever manipulation of the: architectural design of 
the teahouse; and the tea ritual or tea ceremony 
 
5.1 Negation of social hierarchy through the architectural design of the teahouse   
 
The first thing they had to negate was the strict rules and regulations imposed on built forms.  
The tea house was a new type built form and hence did not come under any rules enforced by 
the rulers. Therefore, the sukiya teahouse could deviate from all rules and regulations imposed 
on standard building practices of the day.  The tea masters, who were the designers of the teah-
ouse, had absolute freedom to express their creative ideas and individual taste.  This freedom 
even extended to the design of the tea garden, the building materials used, the type of windows 
and doors, ceiling heights, and even the size of tatami floor mats. For example, a mat of ¾ size 
called daime, was later created by the tea masters for exclusive use in the teahouses.  
 
The merchants were not permitted to use materials or any decorations that were exclusive to 
the samurai.  Their way of rejecting this rule was by turning towards the houses of the poverty 
stricken farmers for aesthetic inspiration.  They found inspiration in the simple and natural ma-
terials that the farmers used. The tea masters made these rustic materials look refined in their tea 
houses.  They also made them expensive by searching for the rare, hence much expensive, 
building materials.  For example, they would send the carpenters to far away mountains to select 
the exact branch they wished to use for a column, beam or rafter.  The tea utensils were made by 
the highest ranking master craftsmen and therefore very expensive.  The design of the tea house, 
the garden and the utensils were individual and not replicated.  
 
The greatest achievement of the tea ceremony was when the creative freedom of the sukiya 
style influenced the taste of all classes of the Japanese society. Towards the latter part of the 
feudal period, the tea ceremony revolutionized the tastes of the samurai and imperial court 
nobles. The samurai as well as the imperial court nobles found the tea ceremony extremely con-
ducive towards attaining inner harmony.  The samurai class as well as the imperial family mem-
bers built rural retreats to escape their regimental lifestyles.  These retreats had a number of 
teahouses within their gardens. The samurai found a way of negating the strict rules imposed on 
their houses by indulging their aesthetic preferences on their teahouses.  The retired emperors 
spent a lot of their time in artistic pursuits that included the tea ceremony.  Two of the most ele-
gant sukiya style villas were created by imperial family members in the 17th century.  They are 
the Katsura Rikyu or Katsura Imperial Villa built as a retreat by an imperial prince and the Shu-
gakuin villa built by a retired emperor. Katsura Rikyu has five tea houses within its enclosed 
garden. The surviving examples of the famous teahouses from this period are now registered as 
‘National Treasures’.  All of them, except one, are in Kyoto and are in Zen temples.   
 
 
5.2 Negation of social hierarchy through the tea ritual or tea ceremony 
 
The tea experience started when the guests entered through the gates into the enclosed roji 
garden.  While seated at the machiai or ‘waiting booth’, until summoned to the ritual, they were 
expected to refrain from thoughts that reminded them of their position in life.  This was in prep-
aration for the classless society, within the tea house, that they were about to experience.   
 
The stone water basin in the roji garden, used for ritual purification, was an article that was 
used by the tea masters to great advantage.  Originally, the water basin was a standard feature 
outside the toilet for washing hands.  These water basins were waist high and one could wash 
the hands while standing.  However, the tea masters made the stone basin so low that one had to 
crouch low to use it (Fig. 7).  Every guest, regardless of their status in society, had to go through 
the humbling act of bending low to ritually purify themselves before entering the teahouse.    
  
The nijiri guchi or crawl door was the only entrance door to the teahouse for all guests.  
Every guest, regardless of their social position, once again, had to through the humbling act of 
bending their heads when crawling through this door.  This act of an individual’s humility made 
everyone within the teahouse equal.  Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, a samurai’s status sym-
bol was the two swords he carried at all times.  The act of crawling through the nijiri guchi was 
not possible with the two swords hanging from their waist.  Therefore, they had to remove their 
swords, which meant their status, before entering the teahouse.  The tea masters included this in 
their design of the teahouses by providing special sword rack, under the eaves and next to the 
crawl door (fig. 8). The swords finally became a prohibited item within the teahouse (Kirby 
1962). Once inside the conversation was restricted to topics that did not involve matters relating 
to the participants wealth and position in society (Nishihara 1967). Finally by sharing the same 
tea bowl every guest became equal in the classless society within the teahouse. Thus the class at 
the bottom of the social structure, through careful manipulation and design of an unpretentious 


















Figure 7: Ritual purification at the water basin        Figure 8: Crawl door & sword rack 
  
6. THE TEA CEREMONY’S CONTRIBUTION TO JAPANESE ARCHITECTURE AND 
LIFESTYLE 
 
The tea ceremony has had a significant impact on Japanese architecture and the way they 
lived. One of most significant is the Japanese concept of architectural space.  The teahouse ex-
emplified the Japanese concept of space that includes ‘thinking’ as well as ‘feeling’ (Chang 
1984a). The space within the tea room is internally conceived through each of the five senses. 
For example, the sense of sight through the picture scroll or flower arrangement in the alcove as 
well as the tea utensils; the sense of smell through flowers in the vase and incense, the sense of 
hearing through the dripping water from the bamboo dipper in the stone water basin, the sense 
of taste through drinking tea and eating sweets; and the sense of touch through the soft tatami 
floor mats and handling the clay tea bowls. This led to the experiential space that is associated 
with traditional Japanese architecture (Chang 1984a). As mentioned earlier the teahouse used 
the Zen concept of non-existence of space to the intellectually advanced. The small space within 
the teahouse accommodated a maximum of five people, however, the lack of furniture made the 
space feel larger. This concept of non-existence of space is unique to Japan and continues today 
as the ‘flexible’ space of the contemporary Japanese house. The usage of a space in a Japanese 
house changes throughout the day due to the portable furniture that is from storage spaces as 
and when a particular usage requires.   
 
A further significant contribution to Japanese architecture is the aesthetics of wabi and sabi.  
Sen no Rikyu used these dual aesthetics in his tea ritual, in the design of teahouses and tea gar-
dens (Engel 1964, Chang 1984b). Although hard to explain in another language, wabi could be 
rationalized as simple and unpretentious beauty that one could fine in the rustic tea house, the 
earthen ware tea bowls, tea utensils made of bamboo or lacquer ware.  Sabi, on the other hand 
could be explained as beauty in imperfection, incompleteness and insufficiency (Suzuki 1959; 
Chang 1984). The aesthetic of Sabi can be seen in the teahouse through the use of building ma-
terials in their natural condition. For example, leaving the bark on timber posts and beams; us-
ing unpolished bamboo and timber beams for the ceiling, gutters and down pipes, thatch on the 
roof, and natural reed for the fence enclosing the roji garden (fig.9,10,11). The tea aesthetics ex-
emplified the taste for the unpretentious, the unassuming and the rough materials because they 
were richer in feeling. These aesthetics can be seen in contemporary Japan through their apprec-
iation of the intrinsic qualities of building materials such as, the use of unpolished timber; bare 
concrete; skin and bone structures; and the elimination of the insignificant and non-essentials in 




    
   
 
 





  Figure 9: Exterior of a Teahouse     Figure 10: Interior of a teahouse       Figure11: Reed fence 
 
 
The tea aesthetics extended beyond the tea ceremony to all forms of art and daily life in Ja-
pan. It revolutionized architecture when those at the top of the social hierarchy began appreciat-
ing tea aesthetics and built sukiya style residences. In garden design the tea masters introduced 
three features that have become standard features in Japanese gardens. They are, stepping 
stones, stone lanterns and stone water basins. The tea ceremony always included exquisite 
sweets and sometimes a light meal. The food, typically in small portions, was beautifully pre-
sented in beautiful bowls, plates and trays. This practice continues in restaurants and homes in 
contemporary Japan where great care is taken in the serving and presentation of food. The team-
sters’ attention to details is continued in even in ordinary acts such as wrapping articles pur-
chased at a department store; the manner in which a greengrocer exhibits vegetables; the way a 
Japanese will carry a gift wrapped in a beautiful cloth called ‘furoshiki’; to name a few.  
 
The tea masters also believed that unless one presents oneself beautifully one has no right to 
appreciate beauty (Okakura 1956). Everything in relation to the tea ceremony, the teahouse, the 
tea garden, and those who participated in the ceremony epitomized this perception of beauty. 
This aspect of Japanese culture is clearly visible in Japan today in the way people dress; the co-
lour and design of textiles; appreciation of pottery and lacquer ware and in their gentle manners 
at all times. The Japanese people learnt the ‘proper’ way of appreciating flowers through flower 
arrangements. They learnt the art of appreciating the beauty of nature through the changing of 
seasons. The extremely polite manners of the Japanese people when receiving guests and their 
love of simplicity and beauty in humility could be attributed to the tea ceremony (Okakura 
1956).   
 
The sukiya style continued to influence the design of traditional Japanese houses well beyond 
the feudal period to contemporary Japan. As Fujioka (1982, p.46) comments: 
“….although elements of both shoin and sukiya continue to be seen today, it is the sukiya 
style that has exerted the greatest influence on modern Japanese style residential architec-
ture.”     
 
The tea ceremony that had its origins in 16th century Japan continues to be practiced in 21st 
century Japan. For example, the office workers in modern crowded cities the tea ceremony pro-
vides time to contemplate and relax. It is not uncommon to find a teahouse or a room retrofitted, 
for the tea ceremony, in a modern office block, set aside for the staff to engage in tea ceremony. 
The tea ceremony has been modified to suit society and lifestyle of contemporary Japan, where, 
in the absence of social hierarchy, and therefore the need for a classless society the tea ceremo-
nies are held in the open-air. This type of tea ceremony affords an opportunity for large number 
of tea enthusiasts to either watch the ceremony and/or to participate. These ceremonies are held, 
mostly during two seasons, spring and autumn. In spring they coincide with the time when the 
cherry blossoms are in bloom, and in autumn when the leaves display their best array of colours. 
Together with flower arrangement the tea ceremony is considered a significant training in tradi-
tional customs for young girls in Japan.  Housewives too indulge in this ritual from time to time. 
Some of the renowned tea ceremony schools that existed in 17th Japan still continue in the same 
family in contemporary Japan. Tea ceremony epitomizes the commitment of Japanese people to  
the continuation of their traditions and culture in contemporary Japan.    
 
Its influence on the design and aesthetics of traditional Japanese house that reached its perfec-
tion in the 18th century was significant. Furthermore, its influence on the modern movement in 
the west, though indirect, cannot be ignored as most of influential architects of the movement 




Although tea drinking was a practice borrowed from China the Japanese were able to modify 
and extend it into a ritual which eventually became uniquely Japanese. Through the teahouse the 
lowest class in a hierarchical society negated the rules imposed on them by those at the top.  The 
teahouse is a perfect example of an architectural negation of social hierarchy. Furthermore, its 
aesthetic appreciation extended from the lowest to the highest class of Japanese society.  It is a 
significant example of a built form that continues to influence contemporary architects in tech-
nologically advanced Japan. This study confirms that the intangible aspects of a culture could be 
made tangible through the built forms produced by its society. This has implications for future 
studies on socio-cultural factors and their influence on built form, studies on traditional socie-
ties, their built form and their contemporary architecture.   
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